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Abstract—Graph neural networks (GNNs) have recently exploded in
popularity thanks to their broad applicability to graph-related problems
such as quantum chemistry, drug discovery, and high energy physics.
However, meeting demand for novel GNN models and fast inference
simultaneously is challenging due to the gap between developing efficient
accelerators and the rapid creation of new GNN models. Prior art focuses
on accelerating specific classes of GNNs, such as Graph Convolutional
Networks (GCN), but lacks generality to support a wide range of existing
or new GNN models. Furthermore, most works rely on graph pre-
processing to exploit data locality, making them unsuitable for real-time
applications. To address these limitations, in this work, we propose a
generic dataflow architecture for GNN acceleration, named FlowGNN,
which is generalizable to the majority of message-passing GNNs. The
contributions are three-fold. First, we propose a novel and scalable
dataflow architecture, which generally supports a wide range of GNN
models with message-passing mechanism. The architecture features a
configurable dataflow optimized for simultaneous computation of node
embedding, edge embedding, and message passing, which is generally
applicable to all models. We also propose a rich library of model-specific
components. Second, we deliver ultra-fast real-time GNN inference with-
out any graph pre-processing, making it agnostic to dynamically changing
graph structures. Third, we verify our architecture on the Xilinx Alveo
U50 FPGA board and measure the on-board end-to-end performance.
We achieve a speed-up of up to 24–254× against CPU (6226R) and 1.3–
477× against GPU (A6000) (with batch sizes 1 through 1024); we also
outperform the SOTA GNN accelerator I-GCN by 1.26× speedup and
1.55× energy efficiency over four datasets. Our implementation code and
on-board measurement are publicly available on GitHub.1

I. INTRODUCTION

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have become powerful tools to ap-
ply deep learning to tasks involving graph structures. Representative
applications of GNNs include analysis of social networks and citation
networks, recommendation systems, traffic forecasting, LIDAR point
cloud segmentation for autonomous driving, high energy particle
physics, molecular representations, and drug discovery [1]–[4].

Real-time Applications. GNN inference acceleration is in huge
demand, especially for real-time processing. For instance, point cloud
segmentation and detection for autonomous driving using GNNs [5]
require real-time computation. Another concrete example is in high
energy physics (HEP): collision data from a particle collider are
collected every 25ns, requiring GNN inference within nanoseconds
on raw input graphs to filter the data [6]–[8]. Consequently, we focus
on applications with two distinct features neglected by previous work.
First, many small graphs are consecutively streamed in at batch size 1
with extremely low latency [9]–[11], in contrast to other applications
where a single graph is processed. Second, real-time computation
must be delivered in a workload-agnostic manner, without time for
graph pre-processing or graph-specific optimizations.

Platform. FPGAs are desirable for energy-efficient, low-latency in-
ference and have already been used in HEP for GNN acceleration [11]
(but only with one GNN on one hard-coded graph). Given the
rapidly evolving GNN architectures, FPGA provides reconfigurability
to quickly adapt to newly proposed GNNs and thus is highly practical.

The challenges and the limitations of existing works, how-
ever, are significant. First, GNN inference is communication- and
computation-intensive, as also noted by previous literature [12]–[14].
Second, novel GNN models are rapidly emerging while accelerator
innovation lags behind. Most state-of-the-art GNN accelerators are
tailored for Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) [12], [15]–[17],

1https://github.com/sharc-lab/FlowGNN

which are conveniently expressible as sparse and general matrix
multiplications (SpMM and GEMM). However, complex operations
like edge embedding, attention, etc. make SpMM/GEMM unsuitable
for the majority of GNNs. To rapidly adapt to evolving GNN models,
generic, extensible, and flexible acceleration frameworks are needed.
Third, some accelerators focus on one large graph and propose opti-
mizations such as preprocessing to enhance data locality [12], [18]–
[21] and partitioning based on (e.g.) adjacency matrix sparsity [16].
Such preprocessing or graph-specific techniques are not feasible to
process millions of graphs with varied structures in real-time.

Motivated by the emerging requirements and existing limitations,
we propose a generic and flexible architecture for GNN acceleration
on FPGA, named FlowGNN, which supports a wide range of prevail-
ing GNNs with message-passing mechanism and is easily extensible
for new models. We summarize our contributions as follows:
• Generic. (1) Model-generic. FlowGNN is the first generic GNN

accelerator able to process the majority of state-of-the-art GNNs by
supporting the message passing mechanism. Table II summarizes
currently supported GNN models, each representative of a large
GNN family. In particular, we emphasize FlowGNN’s support for
edge embeddings, which are not considered by existing accelerators
but are widely used in most GNN models. (2) Workload-generic.
FlowGNN is also dataset and graph structure agnostic; its opti-
mizations do not rely on analysis for specific input graphs, but can
effectively process a series of graphs with arbitrary structure.

• Real-time. FlowGNN targets real-time applications with zero pre-
processing and partitioning, where the graphs are streamed in
consecutively and processed on-the-fly.

• Dataflow architecture. We propose a novel dataflow architecture,
which can effectively overlap the two most time-consuming steps in
GNN, node transformation and message passing, and significantly
reduce PE idle time. To boost the performance, FlowGNN also ex-
ploits multiple levels of parallelism: node, edge, scatter, and apply,
via a novel multi-queue-based on-the-fly multicasting adapter.

• Open-source and modularized. The implementation of FlowGNN
is publicly available, with on-FPGA measurement and guaranteed
end-to-end functionality verified against PyTorch code. It has a rich
library of GNN modules and an easy-to-use programming model
for developing new GNN models inside FlowGNN framework.

• Evaluation. We measure the on-board performance of FlowGNN
on Xilinx Alveo U50 FPGA. We use seven popular datasets totaling
more than 57k graphs. FlowGNN achieves speed-ups of 24–254×
over CPU and 1.3–477× over GPU (batch sizes 1024 to 1) with 4×
less power. Versus I-GCN, we perform 1.26× better and use 1.55×
less energy. Thus we did not sacrifice performance for generality.

II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATIONS

A. Related Work

Recent GNN accelerators are summarized by a survey [34], includ-
ing CPU/GPUs, ASICs, FPGAs, and heterogeneous platforms. Auten
et al. [14] and HyGCN [23] are the earliest ASIC GNN accelera-
tors. AWB-GCN [22] is an FPGA accelerator alleviating workload
imbalance in graph processing. EnGN [35] uses PEs connected in
a ring and performs aggregations using a technique called Ring-
Edge Reduce. GCNAX [36] addresses resource underutilization and
excessive data movement using a flexible dataflow. Rubik [37] and
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TABLE I
GNN coverage and features of FlowGNN in comparison with prior works.

Models Edge
embeddings

Anisotropic
aggregations Attention

Flexible
dataflow

Multi-level
parallelism*

No
pre-processingAccelerator GCN GIN GAT PNA DGN VN

AWB-GCN [22] ✔ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✔
HyGCN [23] ✔ 1 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗
I-GCN [17] ✔ 1 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✔
Auten et al. [14] ✔ ✗ 2 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 3 2 ✗ ✔ ✔
GCoD [24] ✔ 1 ✔ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 3 ✔ ✗ ✔ ✗
ReGNN [25] ✔ 1 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✗
REFLIP [26] ✔ 1 ✔ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 3 ✔ ✗ ✔ ✔
FlowGNN ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ Full support 1 Without edge embeddings 2 No attention normalization 3 Supports attention only ✗ No support
*Supports parallelism both within nodes and between nodes during aggregation (inter- and intra-node parallelism).

TABLE II
Supported representative GNNs by FlowGNN with flexible extensions.

Model Representativeness

GCN [27] GNN family that can be represented as sparse matrix-
matrix multiplications (SpMM)

GIN [28], [29] GNN family with edge embeddings and transforma-
tions where SpMM does not apply

GAT [30] Anisotropic GNN family with sophisticated message
functions

PNA [31] A popular GNN family arbitrarily using multiple
aggregation methods

DGN [32] A state-of-the-art GNN with a directional flow at each
node and guided aggregation

VN [33] A widely used GNN technique with a virtual node
connecting to all other nodes

GCN: graph convolutional network; GIN: graph isomorphism network;
GAT: graph attention network; PNA: principal neighbourhood aggre-
gation; DGN: directional graph network; VN: GNN with virtual node.

GraphACT [38] aim to accelerate GCN training using ASIC and
FPGA, respectively. BoostGCN [16] specifically optimizes GCN via
sparsity analysis and graph partitioning. I-GCN [17] is the most recent
GCN accelerator delivering the state-of-the-art performance, which
uses islandization to de-duplicate redundant GCN computations by
merging nodes with shared neighbors.

B. Limitations

Despite the great success of existing GNN accelerators and general
graph processors, there are still limitations being overlooked. The
most significant is that advanced GNNs cannot be simplified as
matrix multiplications, and edge embeddings cannot be ignored.
The majority of existing GNN accelerators focus mainly on GCNs
and simplify the computation as a series of SpMM and GEMM.
However, this simplification is not valid for many reasons.

1 Edge embedding. Edge embeddings are used to represent
important edge attributes, such as chemical bonds in a molecule [39],
[40] or relationships in social networks. With multi-dimensional edge
features, the SpMM/GEMM formulation no longer holds. Fig. 1(a)
depicts the computation with edge embeddings. 2 Invalid existing
optimizations. Edge embeddings make some optimization techniques
unusable. For example, I-GCN [17]’s redundancy removal, shown in
Fig. 1(b), can no longer merge nodes with same neighbors. 3 Non-
trivial aggregation. GNNs using aggregations besides summation are
inexpressible as SpMM, like the Principal Neighborhood Aggregation
(PNA) GNN in our framework, which combines mean, standard
deviation, min, and max in a weighted manner. 4 Anisotropic
GNNs. In anisotropic GNNs, node transformations depend on the
neighbors and target node [41]. Isotropic GNNs can use SpMM for
propagation, but for anisotropic ones, messages must be explicitly
materialized [41]. An example is Graph Attention Networks (GAT)
in our framework; it uses attention coefficients based on all neighbors.

Therefore, existing accelerators, which focus on GCN, rely on
SpMM/GEMM formulation, and ignore edge embeddings, can greatly
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Fig. 1. (a) GNNs cannot be expressed as a sequence of GEMM and SpMM
if there are edge embeddings. (b) With edge embeddings, redundancy removal
by node merging in I-GCN [17] is not applicable.

limit their generalization to advanced and emerging new GNNs, such
as GAT, GIN, PNA, etc., listed in Table II. Also, many existing works
apply graph pre-processing to exploit data locality or partitioning
on CPU, such as GraphACT [42], HyGCN [23], VersaGNN [43],
and BoostGCN [16]. Pre-processing is usually excluded from perfor-
mance measurement but can be impractical for real-time applications.

C. Motivations and Innovations

Motivated by the above limitations, our goal is to provide an
open-source framework for real-time GNN acceleration with great
generality to support a wide range and emerging GNNs with mini-
mum modifications. Thus we design FlowGNN to be a feature-rich
framework with excellent GNN model coverage, as shown in Table I.
The main features of our proposed framework are two-fold.

1 Explicit message passing for generality. Message passing can
express almost all GNN architectures at the theoretical formulation
level [44], and can easily integrate edge embeddings and different
aggregations without changing the fundamental architecture.

Efficiently supporting message passing without losing generality
is non-trivial, since we can no longer exploit mature SpMM/GEMM
optimization techniques. The real-time requirement elevates the chal-
lenge: we cannot apply any pre-processing to enforce data locality.

2 Multi-queue multi-level parallelism for performance. Our
key innovation for high performance is a novel multi-queue-based
dataflow architecture. It effectively pipelines node transformation
and edge embedding, the two most computation-intensive steps in
GNN, with multiple levels of parallelism (inter-node, intra-node,
inter-edge across both message passing and node transformation).
In our experiments, this architectural innovation provides all the
performance boost with no pre-processing or graph manipulation.

Since we explicitly support message passing, which is similar to the
gather-apply-scatter (GAS) model in general graph processing, a nat-
ural question is how FlowGNN differs from GAS processors. SOTA
graph processor ThunderGP [45] pipelines scatter and gather but not
apply, since apply usually is a simple operation like scalar summa-
tion. In GNN, however, both message passing (like gather/scatter)
and node transformation (like apply) are computation-intensive, and
must be effectively pipelined, as emphasized in FlowGNN.
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node/edge level parallelism and can pipeline NT and MP within one node.

III. GENERIC DATAFLOW ARCHITECTURE

A. Message Passing Mechanism

Most prevailing GNN architectures follow the message passing
mechanism [27], [28], [30]–[33], [46]–[49]. Fig. 2 shows the message
passing procedure for one node at one layer, which is repeated for
all nodes and layers. The computation flow has the following stages:
Message Passing (Gather). In the gather phase, a.k.a. aggregation,
the messages from each node’s neighbors in the previous layer are
retrieved from a message buffer and aggregated in a permutation-
invariant manner (e.g., sum, max, mean, std. dev.). In advanced GNNs
such as PNA, multiple aggregators are used with learnable weights
and scaled by target node degree.
Node Transformation. The aggregated message is then processed
together with the node’s current embedding via a node transformation
function, such as an identity function, fully-connected layer, weighted
sum, or MLP, to produce a new node embedding.
Message Passing (Scatter). The new node embedding is then
transformed by a message transformation function, usually together
with an edge embedding, to generate the node’s outgoing messages.
These are dispatched to all neighbors, which are collected by the
gather in the next layer.

B. Dataflow Architecture for Explicit Message Passing

We first describe our dataflow architecture to explicitly support
the message passing mechanism, shown in Fig. 4. It has two major
processing elements: the Node Transformation (NT) unit (yellow
block), and the Message Passing (MP) unit (blue block). The NT
unit handles any per-node computations required for a GNN. In most
GNN algorithms, this is one or more learnable fully-connected layers
and activation functions to transform each node’s embedding for each

GNN layer. The MP unit handles per-edge computations, including
computing edge embeddings and scattering messages for aggregation.

For now, we ignore the multi-queue NT-to-MP adapter and assume
one NT and one MP unit connected by one node queue, implemented
as a FIFO (first-in first-out), to hold nodes (their embeddings) that
are transformed and ready for message passing. The node queue is
the key to enable pipelined NT and MP: as long as the queue is not
empty or full, NT and MP can run in parallel. We revisit the case of
multiple NT and MP units connected with an adapter in Sec. III-C.
Data Buffers. The architecture has three data buffers: one node
embedding buffer and two message buffers, all with N entries. The
two message buffers act alternately across layers: one message buffer
is read-only while the other is updated; after each layer, they swap.
Execution Flow. Fig. 4 illustrates the execution flow of one GNN
layer; for multiple layers, the same resources and dataflow will be
reused. Within one layer, an NT unit accepts one node together
with its received message, and applies node transformation and
update, e.g., MLP, activation, and self-attention. Then, an MP unit
performs the subsequent scatter operation for that node by sending
out messages to all its neighbors. The receivers will instantly update
their partially aggregated message in the message buffer. The scatter
and gather phases can be merged, since the aggregation function
is permutation-invariant, so aggregation order does not matter. This
reduces overall process latency and reduces memory cost from
O(edges) to O(nodes), which is typically much smaller.

Fig. 3 illustrates different strategies for NT and MP processing.
a Non-pipeline. In Fig. 3(a), NT and MP are not pipelined, wasting
many idle cycles. b Fixed pipeline. In Fig. 3(b), NT and MP are
pipelined in a fixed manner: NT for the second node is pipelined
with MP for the first node, etc. This reduces some latency but suffers
from imbalanced NT and MP processing time. c Baseline dataflow
pipeline. In Fig. 3(c), NT and MP are pipelined flexibly using a
node queue: as soon as a node finishes its NT, its embeddings are
pushed into the queue; meanwhile, the MP unit reads from the queue,
incorporates edge embeddings, and then does scatter. This can greatly
reduce idle cycles. d FlowGNN pipeline. Fig. 3(d) shows another
significant improvement, with multiple NT and MP units executing
in parallel, and pipelined NT and MP within one node. However, the
architecture described so far can only support one NT and MP unit
using a single node queue without intra-node pipelining, meaning
that the node cannot start its MP until its NT completes.

C. Multi-Level Parallelism

To enable the pipeline shown in Fig. 3(d), we implement multiple
configurable levels of parallelism: 1 node parallelism (Pnode, how
many nodes can be processed simultaneously by NT), 2 edge
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parallelism (Pedge, how many edges can be processed simultaneously
by MP), 3 apply parallelism (Papply, how many node embedding
dimensions can be processed simultaneously by one NT), and 4

scatter parallelism (Pscatter, how many edge embedding dimensions
can be processed simultaneously by one MP).

We revisit Fig. 4, considering multiple NT units and multiple
MP units (2 and 4 in this example, but configurable); the NT-to-
MP adapter connects the NT units and MP units using multiple data
queues. To allow parallel access, the node embedding and message
buffers are partitioned into multiple banks.

1) Node/Edge Parallelism: While parallelizing NT across multiple
nodes is straightforward, it is challenging to parallelize MP across
multiple edges, due to the random access of reading edge attributes
and writing target node embeddings. Parallel message passing for a
set of edges requires those edges and their target nodes to be in
different memory banks or buffers; without graph pre-processing,
such accesses are random and thus cannot be parallelized.

Our solution is a novel multi-queue dataflow to enable parallelized
NT and MP via on-the-fly node distribution. We instantiate multiple
NT and MP units and let each MP unit process its own bank of edges
and write its own bank of node embeddings, eliminating conflicts.

To achieve this, we design an NT-to-MP adapter and perform on-
the-fly multicasting. Given Pnode NT units, Pnode nodes are processed
in parallel as one batch. During this batch of NT, the NT-to-MP
adapter distributes each node’s transformed embeddings only to
MP units that need to perform any subsequent scatter operations.
Multicasting is based on target node IDs, and edge attributes and

1 GNN_compute(graph) {
2 // GNN compute skeleton; unchanged for all GNNs
3 for (layer in model) {
4 #pragma HLS dataflow // enable queues & pipelining
5 node_transformation(nodes_in, nt_out);
6 multicasting_adapter(nt_out, mp_in);
7 message_passing(mp_in, msg_buf);
8 aggregation(msg_buf, nodes_out);
9 }}

10 node_transformation(nodes_in, nt_out) {
11 for (node in graph) {
12 new_embedding = ReLU(W * nodes_in[node] + b);
13 nt_out << new_embedding;
14 }}
15 message_passing(mp_in, msg_buf) {
16 for (edge in graph) {
17 mp_in >> node_data;
18 msg_buf[dst_node] += node_data;
19 }}
20 aggregation(msg_buf, nodes_out) {
21 for (node in graph) {
22 nodes_out[node] = msg_buf[node] / degree;
23 }}

Listing 1: FlowGNN pseudocode showing which lines must be modified to
create an accelerator for a new GNN.

node embeddings are also stored in different memory banks based
on target node IDs; this ensures that each MP will process only those
edges and scatter to only those nodes within in its own bank. Fig. 5
presents an example of how this multicasting works.

For a given node, MP need not wait for its node transformation
to complete for all dimensions; as soon as embedding values are
computed, they are streamed into the data queue, which the MP can
then fetch, thereby enabling intra-node pipelining.

2) Apply/Scatter Parallelism: We employ embedding-level paral-
lelism in NT using a configurable parameter Papply, which determines
how many elements of a node embedding are processed each cycle.

Similarly, the MP unit also employs a configurable parameter
Pscatter for the edge embedding dimension. Notably, if Papply ̸= Pscatter,
the NT-to-MP adapter will re-batch the embedding elements for
alignment. For example, if Papply = 1 and Pscatter = 4, the adapter
will collect 4 elements from NT and then send to MP.

IV. PROGRAMMING MODEL

We now describe the programming model of FlowGNN. Each
GNN is compiled to its own FPGA kernel. Using FPGA makes it
easy to update the accelerator for new state-of-the-art GNN models.

We describe the intended workflow for a hypothetical researcher
Alice, who may have some experience with C++ coding but not much
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Fig. 6. FlowGNN latency measured on-board averaged from 40k test graphs. x-axis is GPU/CPU batch size; y-axis is average latency (ms) per graph. GPU
baseline is evaluated with batch sizes from 1 to 1024. CPU is evaluated at batch size 1. (a) MolHIV results. (b) MolPCBA results. Our FlowGNN outperforms
GPU by 3.58–477× and is consistently faster than GPU with batch size ≤ 64; the GAT and DGN models even outperform GPU under batch size 1024.

with High-Level Synthesis. The pseudocode in Listing 1 shows what
must be changed to adapt to other GNNs in three cases.

First, to try older GNNs like GraphSage [49], SGC [48], PAN [50],
UNet [51], or without edge embeddings, Alice can use our pre-
compiled GIN, GAT, or PNA kernel and change only the inputs, e.g.,
with edge features or a specific aggregator weight set to all zeros.

Second, suppose Alice finds a paper proposing a GNN beyond the
current six models, NewGNN, featuring attention and min, max, and
mean aggregators. NewGNN has no hardware accelerator yet.

Luckily, FlowGNN already provides modular components with
extensive coverage for common GNN features. The message
passing skeleton remains unchanged (lines 1–10), and there are
already components for attention (in our GAT model) and multiple
aggregators (in our PNA model). Alice only needs to specify line 6
to be GAT transformation and line 9 to be PNA aggregator.

Third, Alice discovers a paper proposing NewerGNN, with ag-
gregation and node transformation functions previously unseen in
any GNN. Although FlowGNN has no built-in components for the
new functions, Alice can only change a few lines of C++ code
to implement the new features, specifically, those highlighted in
Listing 1, to quickly and easily deploy a NewerGNN accelerator.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We deploy FlowGNN for each of six GNN models using High-
Level Synthesis (HLS) by Vitis HLS and Vivado for the Xilinx FPGA
Alveo U50 accelerator card, targeting a 300 MHz clock.

A. Dataset and Baseline

Datasets. Table III lists the seven datasets used for evaluation. We
first adopt MolHIV and MolPCBA, two molecular property prediction
datasets from the Open Graph Benchmark [52]. We also use 10k
graphs from a High Energy Physics (HEP) dataset [53], generated
according to the EdgeConv method [6], [10], [54] with k = 16. These
datasets model our target use case: real-time inference on many small
graphs streamed in, similar to other GNN works [10], [55]. Moreover,

TABLE III
Number of graphs, (average) nodes, and (average) edges in each dataset used

for evaluation. We also indicate datasets that include edge features (EF).

Dataset Graphs Nodes Edges EF

MolHIV 4113 25.3 55.6 ✔
MolPCBA 43773 27.0 59.3 ✔

HEP 10000 49.1 785.3 ✔

Cora 1 2708 5429 ✗
CiteSeer 1 3327 4732 ✗
PubMed 1 19,717 44,338 ✗
Reddit 1 232,965 114,615,892 ✗

these datasets include edge features, enabling comprehensive evalu-
ation of GNNs with edge embeddings. We also use four prevailing
single-graph benchmarks, CiteSeer, Cora, PubMed, and Reddit [56].
Baselines. We use CPU (Intel Xeon Gold 6226R) and GPU (NVIDIA
RTX A6000) baselines. We evaluate the GPU baseline on batch sizes
from 1 up to 1024, noting that batch size 1 is the only fair comparison
for real-time inference of streaming graphs—batching graphs delays
their processing. Other works [10], [57] also commonly compare
exclusively with batch size 1.

We also compare with the state-of-the-art accelerator, I-GCN [17],
following their experiment settings. As discussed in Sec. II-B, I-
GCN employs a redundancy removal technique that limits I-GCN’s
applicability to isotropic GNNs with no edge embeddings; thus
this is not a fair comparison since I-GCN will fail in many cases
where FlowGNN can manage. Nevertheless, we still try to make a
comparison. Therefore, our main comparison is with CPU and GPU
using on-board measured performance with functionality guarantee.

B. End-to-end Evaluation

We measure latency on-board end-to-end, including weight load-
ing and graph loading, and average across the test graphs in each
dataset. We report speedups for each batch size.

Results are depicted in Fig. 6 for the MolHIV and MolPCBA
datasets. On both datasets, FlowGNN achieves remarkable speedup
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TABLE IV
Latency (in ms) of FlowGNN compared with CPU and GPU at batch size 1.

Dataset Model CPU GPU FlowGNN (vs. GPU)

HEP

GIN 4.23 2.38 0.1799 (13.3×)
GIN+VN 5.02 3.51 0.2076 (16.9×)

GCN 4.59 3.01 0.1639 (18.4×)
GAT 2.24 1.96 0.0544 (36.0×)
PNA 9.66 5.37 0.1578 (34.0×)
DGN 30.20 61.26 0.1382 (443.4×)

Cora

GIN 89.78 3.68 2.1094 (1.7×)
GIN+VN 98.12 4.79 2.4979 (1.9×)

GCN 65.39 5.11 2.3325 (2.2×)
GAT 3235.69 31.89 0.8434 (37.8×)
PNA 159.79 8.11 2.5479 (3.2×)
DGN 105.49 258.43 2.0293 (127.3×)

CiteSeer

GIN 82.96 3.68 2.4222 (1.5×)
GIN+VN 92.98 4.80 2.8904 (1.7×)

GCN 70.04 5.20 2.6969 (1.9×)
GAT 4858.53 64.27 0.9239 (69.6×)
PNA 160.87 8.26 3.0177 (2.7×)
DGN 97.99 224.08 2.2695 (98.7×)

TABLE V
Energy efficiency (in graphs/kJ) of FlowGNN compared against CPU and
GPU at batch size 1. The MolHIV dataset is used for energy evaluation.

Model CPU GPU FlowGNN (vs. GPU)

GIN 4.48E3 4.50E3 7.34E5 (163×)
GIN+VN 3.16E3 2.99E3 6.46E5 (216×)

GCN 4.02E3 3.50E3 8.88E5 (254×)
GAT 6.29E3 5.41E3 2.29E6 (424×)
PNA 2.52E3 2.33E3 6.11E5 (262×)
DGN 1.40E3 7.96E2 1.39E6 (1748×)

over CPU (51.0–254.7×) and GPU (53.4–477.6× at batch size 1).
Additionally, FlowGNN consistently outperforms GPU at batch sizes
up to 64, from 1.3× to 266.0×. It even surpasses GPU at batch sizes
256 and 1024 on GAT (31.7–177.7×) and DGN (3.7–4.4×).

Table IV also lists results on our HEP dataset and two popular
GNN datasets, Cora and CiteSeer, using batch size 1: for HEP, this
simulates real-time high energy physics, and for Cora and CiteSeer,
there is only one graph. On all three datasets, FlowGNN consistently
outperforms CPU and GPU, confirming its real-time advantage.

Finally, we evaluate FlowGNN’s energy efficiency against CPU
and GPU on the MolHIV dataset at batch size 1. Table V shows
164–991× energy efficiency over CPU and 163–1748× over GPU.

The remarkable speedup and energy efficiency demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed dataflow architecture, especially with
no pre-processing. Although FlowGNN’s goal is to be a generic
framework, the superior results suggest that we did not sacrifice
performance for generality.

C. Design Space Exploration Study

We perform design space exploration (DSE) to see how varying
Pnode, Pedge, Papply, and Pscatter change the overall inference latency.
The experiments use GCN model on MolHIV dataset. 108 data points
are plotted in Fig. 7. In most cases, increasing Pnode and Pedge lead
to speedup, but in some cases, increasing one parameter (e.g., Pedge)
does not change the latency. This is because the other stage (e.g.,
NT) is the pipeline bottleneck. On the other hand, increasing Papply

and Pscatter always seem effective.
The DSE study finds that increasing the four parallelism parameters

can effectively reduce latency, but the speedup is not linear, e.g.,
doubling one parameter does not result in 2× speedup. One reason is
the entanglement of the four parameters, where some are bottlenecks
while others are not; another reason is imbalanced MP workload due
to imbalanced graphs. We will consider improvements in future work.

1 2 4

1

2

4

8

Papply

P
scatter

Fig. 7. Overall speedup from different parallelization factors Pnode, Pedge,
Papply, and Pscatter. The baseline is Pnode = Pedge = Papply = Pscatter = 1.

TABLE VI
Comparison with I-GCN [17] and AWB-GCN [22] on the Cora, CiteSeer,

PubMed, and Reddit datasets using GCN.

Dataset Accelerator Latency
(µs) DSPs Normalized

by DSPs
EE

(graph/kJ)

Cora
AWB-GCN 2.3 4096 2.3 3.1E6

I-GCN 1.3 4096 1.3 7.1E6
FlowGNN 6.912 747 1.261 (1.03×) 7.77E6 (1.09×)

CiteSeer
AWB-GCN 4.0 4096 4.0 1.9E6

I-GCN 1.9 4096 1.9 3.7E6
FlowGNN 8.332 747 1.520 (1.25×) 6.44E6 (1.74×)

PubMed
AWB-GCN 30 4096 30 2.5E5

I-GCN 15.1 4096 15.1 5.3E5
FlowGNN 53.22 747 9.706 (1.56×) 1.01E6 (1.91×)

Reddit
AWB-GCN 3.2E4 4096 3.2E4 2.1E2

I-GCN 3.0E4 4096 3.0E4 3.5E2
FlowGNN 1.36E5 747 2.49E4 (1.20×) 3.94E2 (1.13×)

D. Comparison Against GCN Accelerators

I-GCN [17] and AWB-GCN [22] are two GEMM/SpMM-based
GCN accelerators. We implement their GCN model configuration in
the FlowGNN framework and compare its performance on the Cora,
CiteSeer, PubMed, and Reddit datasets in Table VI.

Given the different hardware platform, we normalize by the num-
ber of DSPs, the major computation resource, and find FlowGNN
achieves average performance 1.26× faster than I-GCN with 1.55×
energy efficiency, which is 2.21× faster and 2.95× more energy
efficient than AWB-GCN. Although not a fair comparison because
the optimizations in I-GCN and AWB-GCN do not generalize to edge
embeddings, we still show superior performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed FlowGNN, the first generic and flexible accelerator
framework for a wide range of GNNs. It uses a novel dataflow
architecture with multiple levels of parallelism, including edge/node
and apply/scatter parallelism. The enabling techniques are multiple
data queues with on-the-fly node multicasting. Its noteworthy features
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include generality for future-proofing, real-time processing, and open-
source. On-board evaluation with guaranteed functionality exhibited
invariant speed-up comparing with CPU and GPU, up to 24–254×
against CPU and 1.3–477× against GPU with batch sizes from 1024
to 1. We also outperform 1.26× and are 1.55× more energy efficient
than the SOTA GNN accelerator. Remarkable speedup suggests that
we did not sacrifice performance for generality and can deliver real-
time performance.
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